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ABSTRACT 

Thin sheets for the cathode of lithium-air batteries were prepared from a mixture of long carbon 

nanotubes and a fibrous carbon with a larger diameter. These sheets were found to have sufficient 

strength and high inner permeability. The discharge capacity of the sheets tended to increase with 

the decrease in their gas permeation resistance. The sheet with an optimized structure showed a 

high capacity, 17.7 mAh cm-2 at 0.1 mA cm-2, and a moderate rate performance, 9.3 mAh cm-2 at 

0.5 mA cm-2. Analysis of the sheets after discharging revealed that improving the permeability of 

the sheets through the introduction of large pores by fibrous carbon addition leads to a significant 

improvement in cathode performance. 

 

1. Introduction 

Recently, energy storage devices are widely used in various applications, from smartphones, 

robots, drones to electric vehicles (EVs). The spread of EVs is expected to be the key to tackle 

environmental issues, therefore the EV market is rapidly growing. Presently, energy storage 

devices used for EVs are mainly lithium-ion batteries. As their energy density is only about 100-

150 Wh kg-1 1, the cruising distance of EVs is limited to half that of gasoline or hybrid vehicles. 

As methods to improve the energy density of lithium-ion batteries is limited 2, the development of 

further powerful energy storage devices is required to increase the cruising distance of EVs. 

Lithium-air batteries (LABs) are expected to become the key battery system of the next-generation 

due to their high theoretical energy density of around 11140 Wh kg-1, which is about 10 times 

larger than that of lithium-ion batteries 3-4.  
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LABs generate energy through the following reactions: 

cathode  2Li O 2e ⇆ Li O  

anode  Li ⇆ Li e  

During discharging, oxygen supplied to the cathode from the atmosphere reacts with lithium-

ions provided from the anode, and Li2O2 is deposited in the cathode. During subsequent charging, 

Li2O2 is decomposed to lithium-ions and oxygen which is the opposite of the discharge reaction. 

The cathode in this system needs to have a high surface area, permeability, and electrical 

conductivity to respectively provide a sufficient surface area for Li2O2 deposition, enable smooth 

oxygen transfer, and enable smooth electron transfer. To increase discharge capacity, it is also 

important to increase the void volume in the cathode. As the discharge reaction will terminate 

when deposits block the diffusion paths within the cathode, it is also important to maintain paths 

to the voids until they are completely filled with Li2O2. 

Porous carbons with a high surface area such as graphene 2, 5-7, carbon blacks 8-10, carbon gels 11-

12, and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) 13-16 are typically used as the cathode material. However, as it is 

difficult to construct a three-dimensional conducting network only from them, they are usually 

combined with current collectors such as carbon papers or metal meshes. Although such current 

collectors occupy a large ratio of the weight and volume of the cathode, they can hardly contribute 

to charge/discharge reactions due to their insufficient surface area. Therefore, if the usage of such 

current collectors can be avoided, the energy density of LABs can be significantly increased. 

It has been reported that sheets that can be easily prepared through simple vacuum filtration of 

a suspension containing CNTs 17-19 can be used as a LAB cathode without an additional current 
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collector. Such sheets only have a moderate surface area, but as voids corresponding to meso- or 

macro-pores are naturally formed within them, a large discharge capacity can be achieved when 

they are used as the cathode, since the capacity is largely affected by the volume of meso-macro 

pores rather than surface area 11, 20-22. However, commercially available CNTs are still too 

expensive for industrial applications. Carbon nanofibers (CNFs) are relatively inexpensive but 

their aspect ratio (= length/ diameter) is generally too small for them to be formed into sheets 

without the aid of a binder. On the other hand, CNFs with a high aspect ratio, which can be 

efficiently produced through the liquid pulse injection (LPI) technique 23, can be easily formed 

into sheets. 

The LPI technique can also be used to synthesize CNTs with a high aspect ratio. It has been 

reported that the discharge capacity of LPI-CNT sheets is twice larger than that of a cathode 

composed of a carbon paper and carbon black 19. Nevertheless, the volume of deposited Li2O2 

corresponding to the reported capacity is only about 30% of the total void volume existing in the 

LPI-CNT electrode. As discharge terminates when the diffusion paths of oxygen within the 

electrode are blocked with deposits, improving the oxygen permeability of the electrodes by 

introducing macro-pores is thought to be effective to increase discharge capacity. It has been 

reported that the introduction of macro-pores by using poly(methyl methacrylate) particles with a 

diameter of 6-27 µm and polystyrene particles with a diameter of 50 or 385 nm as the template 

increased discharge capacity to approximately 1.8 times that of the same material without 

macropore introduction 24-25. However, the preparation of such electrodes requires an additional 

process step to remove the templates. Moreover, it is difficult to maintain the strength of such 

electrodes, and the introduction of large macropores tends to reduce the energy density of the 

cathode, as they are not effective to store Li2O2. Therefore, the development of a simple and 
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inexpensive technique to improve the permeability of the electrodes is required to obtain high 

capacity cathodes. The permeability of CNF sheets can be improved by increasing the diameter of 

the CNFs used to prepare it.  However, it becomes difficult to obtain sheets from CNFs when their 

diameter is increased, as the increase in diameter is usually accompanied by a decrease in aspect 

ratio. Indeed there is a unique CNF production method, electrospinning, which allows the 

production of CNFs with a high aspect ratio. However, it is difficult to obtain CNFs with a diameter 

small enough to provide the minimum surface area required for it to be used as a LAB cathode 

material 26. In this study, attempts were made to obtain sheets from fibrous carbons with a moderate 

strength and surface area, and also through which oxygen can easily diffuse. Our strategy was to 

combine CNTs with an aspect ratio high enough to enable easy sheet fabrication, with a fibrous 

carbon with a larger diameter to introduce large voids to improve the oxygen permeability of the 

resulting sheet. Using the obtained sheets the relationship between cathode performance and the 

properties of the sheets was investigated. 

 

2. Experimental 

2.1 LPI-CNT/CNF production 

CNTs with an average diameter of 3 nm (CNT3) and CNFs with an average diameter of 80 nm 

(CNF80) were produced through the LPI technique according to a previous report 23. Figure 1 

shows a schematic illustration of the experimental apparatus used for the LPI technique. The length 

and inner diameter of the ceramic reactor were 1200 mm and 85 mm, respectively. The initial 

source for CNT3 production was a mixture of benzene, ferrocene, thiophene, and methanol (all 

reagents were purchased from FUJIFILM Wako Pure Chemical Co.) with a weight ratio of 
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14:1.5:0.3:84.2, respectively. The reactor was heated to 1200°C using an electric furnace under a 

H2 flow of 17.6 cm min-1. The initial source was injected from the top of the reactor as liquid 

pulses of 100 µL pulse-1 for 120 times at intervals of 30 s. Then, the produced CNT3 was collected 

from the bottom of the reactor after the reactor was cooled down to room temperature. 

For the production of CNF80, the initial source was changed to a mixture of benzene, ferrocene, 

and thiophene with a weight ratio of 94:5:1, respectively. The flow rate of H2, total pulse number, 

and injection interval were also changed to 7.2 cm min-1, 30 times, and 60 s, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 1 Schematic illustration of the apparatus for LPI-CNT/CNF production. 

 

2.2 Sheet fabrication 
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CNT sheets, prepared only from CNT3 (CNT3(100)) was fabricated according to a previous 

report 19. Ten mg of CNT3 was stirred in 20 mL of ethylene glycol (FUJIFILM Wako Pure 

Chemical Co.) for 2 hours. This suspension was vacuum-filtered using a hydrophobic 

poly(tetrafluoroethylene) membrane (H010A025A, pore size: 0.1 μm, effective diameter: 16 mm, 

Advantec), and the sample was washed with 20 mL of ethanol. The sheet sample was dried at room 

temperature yielding CNT3(100). 

CNF12 with an average diameter of 12 nm, CNF30 with an average diameter of 30 nm and 

CF10,000 (CF = carbon fiber) with an average diameter of 10 µm were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich Japan, Tokyo Chemical Industry and Mitsubishi Chemical Co., respectively. CNT3 and a 

fibrous carbon with a larger diameter (CNF12, CNF30, CNF80 or CF10,000) were stirred in 20 

mL of ethylene glycol at a fixed mixing ratio (total amount: 10 mg). The sheets were fabricated 

from the suspension through the same process used for CNT3(100) fabrication. The resulting 

sheets were represented using the mixing ratio, for example CNT3(20)-CNF80(80) indicates that 

the sheet was prepared from 20wt% of CNT3 and 80wt% of CNF80. 

 

2.3 Characterization 

The fibrous carbons used in this work and cross-sections of the sheets obtained from them were 

observed by a field-emission scanning electron microscope (SEM, JSM-6500F; JEOL) and a 

transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEM-2010; JEOL). Elemental mappings of the electrodes 

were conducted using an energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer equipped with a SEM (SEM-EDX, 

FSM-6510LA; JEOL). Stress-strain diagrams were obtained by applying stress using an universal 

testing apparatus (AG-100kNXplus; Shimazu) to specimens (3 cm x 1 cm) cut out from the sheets. 
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To measure the electric conductivity of the sheets, ribbon-shaped samples with a width of about 1 

cm were cut out from the sheets. A conductive Ag paste (Dotite D-500; Fujikura Kasei) was 

applied to both ends of the sample, and the ends were connected to a potentiostat (HA-151; Hokuto 

Denko). Various voltages were applied to the sample, and the resulting current values were 

recorded to obtain I-V diagrams. The electrical conductivity was calculated from the slope of the 

I-V diagram. Nitrogen adsorption experiments of the fibrous carbons were conducted at -196°C 

using a gas adsorption apparatus (BELSORP mini; Microtrac BEL) to obtain adsorption isotherms. 

The BET surface area of the samples was calculated from the isotherms. Gas permeation resistance 

of the sheets was measured using a hand-made apparatus (an illustration of the apparatus is shown 

in the Supporting Information section). N2 gas was passed through the specimen sheets to obtain 

flow rate vs. pressure drop diagrams. Gas permeation resistance (Rgp [Pa cm2/(cm3 h-1 cm)]) was 

calculated from the slope of the diagrams using the following equation: 

𝑅
∆𝑃 𝐴
𝐿 𝑑

 

Where ΔP [Pa] is the pressure drop, A [cm2] is the cross-section area, L [cm3 h-1] is the volumetric 

flow rate, and d [cm] is the sheet thickness. 

 

2.4 Evaluation of LAB cathode performance 

2032-type coin cells having small holes on the cathode cap to allow oxygen supply were 

assembled in an Ar-filled glove box using the synthesized sheets, lithium foil, and a glass 

microfiber filter (GF/A; Whatman) as the cathode, anode, and separator, respectively. CF3SO3Li 

in tetraglyme ether (1:4, molar ratio) was used as the electrolyte, and 100 μL of it was applied on 
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the separator during assembling,. The coin cells were set in a gas-tight box equipped with tubes. 

Through the tubes, oxygen was supplied into the box at a flow rate of 10 mL min-1. The coin cells 

were galvanostatically discharged to 2.0 V and charged to 4.4 V at a current density of 0.1, 0.3 or 

0.5 mA cm-2. For comparison, typical electrodes (CP+KB), which were prepared from a carbon 

paper (CP, TGP-H-060; Toray) and Ketjen black (KB), were also measured. A paste obtained by 

mixing KB, polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) and N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) was applied 

to CP.  The weight ratio between KB and PVDF was 19:1. After drying at 115°C under vacuum, 

circles with a diameter of 16 mm were punched out from the synthesized sheet to obtain CP+KB 

electrodes. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Sheet Fabrication 

Although it has been reported that CNFs with a low aspect ratio cannot be formed into a sheet 

19, in this study, most mixtures of CNT3 and fibrous carbons could be formed into sheets which 

could be easily handled, even though the aspect ratios of the added fibrous carbons were fairly low. 

It was found that as CNT3 enables easy entanglement of the fibers due to its high aspect ratio, only 

20wt% of it was required to form a stable sheet in most combinations. Only CNT3(20)-CNF12(80) 

had some apparent defects, probably due to the significantly low aspect ratio of CNF12. Figure 2 

shows SEM and TEM images of CNT3 and CNF80, and cross-sectional SEM images of the 

electrodes prepared from mixtures of them. The cross-sectional SEM images and inset photographs 

of CNT3-CNF80 samples (Figure 2 c-e) show that CNTs and CNFs with different diameters were 

successfully formed into sheets. In addition, the existence of domains mostly formed by CNF80 
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can be confirmed in the resulting sheets. Such domains are expected to increase the permeability 

of the sheets. 

 

 

Figure 2 SEM images of CNT3 and CNF80 and sheets prepared by mixing them at different ratios. 

(a: CNT3, b: CNF80, c: CNT3(80)-CNF80(20), d: CNT3(50)-CNF80(50), e: CNT3(20)-

CNF80(80), insets: TEM images(a,b) and photographs(c-e)) 

 

Physical properties, including the results of tensile strength tests and electric conductivity tests, 

of CP and sheets prepared by mixing CNT3 with CNF80 are summarized in Table 1. When the 

mixing ratio of CNF80 was increased, the sheet thickness tended to increase and the porosity 

consequently increased. CP has an elasticity of 534 MPa which value is significantly higher than 

those of the CNT3(100) and the sheets prepared by mixing CNT3 with CNF80 (maximum 29.1 

MPa). This result indicates that CP had a rigid and inflexible structure, whereas the sheets prepared 

from CNT3 and CNF80 were quite flexible. This is because CNT3-CNF80 sheets were formed 

through the entanglement of thin fibers, and CP was formed from thick and stiff CFs using binders. 
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Moreover, the elasticity of the sheets decreased by increasing the mixing ratio of CNF80. The 

breaking stress of CNT3(100) (2.99 MPa) was equivalent to that of CP (2.75 MPa). While the 

breaking stress tended to decrease with the increase in the mixing ratio of CNF80, it can be 

regarded that such decreases will scarcely affect their handling ability. Strain energy decreased as 

the mixing ratio of CNF80 was increased. The lowest strain energy value of CNT3-CNF80 sheets 

(0.36 mJ) was higher than that of CP (0.12 mJ), indicating that CNT3-CNF80 sheets can bear 

tougher handling than CP. These results suggest that CNT3-CNF80 sheets have sufficient 

mechanical properties for electrode applications. 

The electrical conductivity of CNT3-CNF80 sheets was mostly equivalent to or higher than that 

of CP (191 S cm-1). CNT3(20)-CNF80(80) showed the lowest electrical conductivity of 29.8 S cm-

1, a value of which can still be regarded as sufficient for LAB cathodes. The purpose of mixing a 

fibrous carbons with a larger diameter is to improve the oxygen permeability of the cathode. To 

evaluate gas permeability, the permeation resistance the sheets cause when nitrogen was passed 

through them was measured. Figure 3 shows the gas permeation resistance of the electrodes. It can 

be noticed that as expected, the resistance decreases with the increase in the mixing ratio of the 

thicker fibrous carbon. These results suggest that the pores in the sheet were enlarged by 

aggregation of the thicker fibrous carbon. Considering that the porosity also increases with the 

increase in the mixing ratio, it is expected that oxygen can smoothly diffuse into sheets prepared 

at a high mixing ratio of the thick fibrous carbon when they are used as the cathode of LABs. 

 

Table 1 Physical properties of the electrodes. 
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a Calculated by the equation ε = 100- 4𝑚

𝜋𝜌𝑐𝑑
2𝐿
×100  (ε : porosity, m : weight of the sheet (10 mg), 

ρc : true density of carbon (2.0 g cm-3), d : diameter of the sheet (16 mm), L : thickness of the sheet) 

 

 

 

Figure 3 The relationship between the mixing ratio of a CNF/CF and the gas permeation resistance 

of sheets (Rgp) prepared by mixing it with CNT3. 

 
Thickness 

[μm] 

Porosity 

[%]a 

Elasticity 

[MPa] 

Breaking 
stress 

[MPa] 

Strain 
energy 

[mJ] 

Electric 
conductivity 

[S cm-1] 

CP 190 78 534 2.75 0.12 191 

CNT3(100) 210 86 26.6 2.99 1.66 298 

CNT3(80)-
CNF80(20) 

210 87 29.1 3.93 2.72 254 

CNT3(50)-
CNF80(50) 

250 89 14.9 0.951 0.57 243 

CNT3(20)-
CNF80(80) 

290 91 5.97 0.463 0.36 29.8 
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3.2 Li2O2 storage property 

The results of sheet property analysis described above revealed the potential of the sheets to be 

used as the cathode of LABs. Figure 4 shows the discharge curves of the sheets prepared by mixing 

CNT3 with CNF80. Each discharge curve showed a plateau between 2.5 and 2.7 V corresponding 

to the reaction of the deposition of Li2O2 3. The discharge capacity of the sheets tended to increase 

with the increase in the mixing ratio of CNF80. This is because the large voids formed by the 

addition of CNF80 improved the oxygen permeability of the cathode, and this led to the 

homogeneous deposition of Li2O2, or in other words efficient utilization of the space for Li2O2 

storage. Even though these sheets can be prepared through a simple process, a high discharge 

capacity of 17.7 mAh cm-2 or 3540 mAh g-1 can be achieved, values of which are comparable to 

those of high-performance cathodes such as graphene electrodes2, which generally can be obtained 

only through low productive processes. It should also be noted that the gravimetric discharge 

capacity is reported as the value per weight of the whole cathode, so it is much higher than that of 

typical cathodes made using powdery materials, such as Ketjen black19, if the capacities are 

calculated based on the weight including the current collector. Only CNT3(80)-CNF80(20) 

showed a lower discharge capacity than CNT3(100). It is assumed that the pore enlargement effect 

of CNF80 was not sufficient in this sheet, as the amount of it was limited. 
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Figure 4 Discharge curves of CNT3(100) and sheets prepared from mixtures of CNT3 and CNF80. 

(Current density: 0.1 mA cm-2) 

 

Figure 5 shows the discharge capacity of electrodes prepared by mixing CNT3 with CNFs/CFs 

with different diameters. The discharge capacity of electrodes prepared by mixing CNT3 with 

CNF12, CNF30, and CNF80 tended to increase gradually, as the mixing ratio of the thicker fiber 

was increased. Similarly, the discharge capacity of electrodes prepared by mixing CNT3 with 

CF10,000 increased with the increase in the mixing ratio of CF10,000 up to a ratio of about 50%, 

but it started to decrease when the mixing ratio was further increased. It is assumed that the surface 

area of CNT3(20)-CF10,000(80) was too low for efficient Li2O2 deposition. The surface areas of 

CNT3(50)-CF10,000(50) and CNT3(20)-CF10,000(80) estimated from the surface areas and 

mixing ratios of CNT3 and CF10,000 were 106 m2g-1 and 71 m2g-1, respectively. Indeed, it has 

been reported that the surface area of the cathode is not a significantly important factor in LABs 
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27, but the discharge capacity of cathodes with very low surface areas, such as CP, is extremely 

low. Moreover, it has also been reported that there is a limit in the discharge capacity of CNFs 

prepared via electrospinning owing to their low surface area 26. Considering the surface area of 

CNT3(20)-CNF80(80) and CNT3(50)-CNF10,000(50) and their discharge capacities, it is 

assumed that the minimum surface area required for the cathode to show a sufficient discharge 

capacity is around 100 m2g-1. This indicates that fibrous carbons which are significantly less 

expensive than CNTs, such as CFs, can also be used to obtain a LAB cathode with a fairly high 

capacity, as long as their mixing ratio is properly adjusted. Therefore, it was shown that partial 

substitution of CNTs with less expensive fibrous carbons not only leads to capacity enhancement, 

but also to a significant reduction in the production cost of the cathode for LABs. 

 

 

Figure 5 The relationship between the mixing ratio of a CNF/CF and the discharge capacity of 

electrodes prepared by mixing it with CNT3. (Current density: 0.1 mA cm-2) 
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3.3 Influence of permeability on discharge capacity 

The above results indicate that partial substitution of CNTs in the sheets with a thicker fibrous 

carbon improved the oxygen permeability of the sheets, resulting in an increase in discharge 

capacity. The relationship between discharge capacity and gas permeability of the sheets was 

investigated. Figure 6 shows the relationship between discharge capacity and gas permeation 

resistance of the sheets with a sufficient specific surface area. The figure indicates that the 

discharge capacity increases with the decrease in gas permeation resistance. In particular, the 

discharge capacity of CNT3(20)-CNF80(80) was about twice that of CNT3(100). Interestingly, 

the discharge capacities of sheets with a similar gas permeation resistance were almost the same 

in spite of the type of fibrous carbon mixed with CNT3.  

 

 

Figure 6 The relationship between gas permeation resistance and discharge capacity of the sheets 

prepared by mixing CNT and CNF. (Current density: 0.1 mA cm-2) 
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To investigate how the oxygen permeability affects the manner of Li2O2 deposition in the 

cathode, SEM-EDX analysis of the cross-section of cathode sheets after discharging was 

conducted. Prior to analysis, the sheets were sufficiently washed with tetraglyme ether and dried 

to remove the electrolyte. Figure 7 shows the results of cross-sectional oxygen mapping of 

CNT3(100) and CNT3(20)-CNF80(20) discharged to different depths. As the oxygen in the 

deposited Li2O2 is detected in this analysis, the figures show how Li2O2 is distributed within the 

sheets (see the Supporting Information section). In all the images shown in Figure 7, the top of the 

images corresponds to the oxygen inlet side and the bottom to the lithium metal anode (separator) 

side. Figure 7a,b shows that Li2O2 was homogeneously distributed in CNT3(100) at least until the 

cell was discharged to a depth of 7 mAh cm-2, but when the cell was further discharged down to 

2.0 V, selective deposition of Li2O2 at the oxygen inlet side could be confirmed. These results 

suggest that oxygen and lithium ions could smoothly diffuse within the sheet at least up to a 

discharge depth of about 7 mAh cm-2, but after that, the deposited Li2O2 gradually starts to disturb 

diffusion, resulting in the selective deposition of Li2O2 where oxygen can easily gain access, the 

region close to the oxygen inlet side. Discharging will terminate when oxygen can no longer 

diffuse into the cathode. This mechanism agrees with previous reports 28-29. In contrast, Li2O2 could 

be homogeneously deposited throughout CNT3(20)-CNF80(80) even when discharged down to 

2.0 V, as shown in Figure 7c-e. These results suggest that the homogeneously deposited Li2O2 

hardly hampered the diffusion of oxygen and lithium ions until the final stage of discharging, so a 

discharge capacity much higher than that of CNT3(100) could be achieved. From the above results, 

it can be concluded that the improvement of the oxygen permeability of the cathode by the 

introduction of large voids, leads to the promotion of homogeneous deposition of Li2O2, resulting 
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in an increase in discharge capacity. In CNT-based sheets, this can be easily achieved by simply 

mixing a fibrous carbon with a larger diameter. 

 

 

Figure 7 Cross-sectional oxygen mapping images of (a,b) CNT3(100) and (c-e) CNT3(20)-

CNF80(80) after discharging to depths of (a,c) 7 mAh cm-2, (d) 14 mAh cm-2 and (b,e) down to 

2.0 V. (Current density: 0.1 mA cm-2) 

*The top of the images corresponds to the oxygen inlet side and the bottom to the lithium metal 

anode (separator) side. 

 

3.4 Rate performance 

The results described above indicate that the electrical conductivity and gas permeability of the 

sheets prepared by mixing CNT3 with CNF80 differ according to the ratio between the two carbons. 
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Since these properties significantly affect rate performance, the rate performance of the sheets was 

evaluated. Figure 8 shows the discharge capacities of CNT3(100), CNT3(20)-CNF80(80), and 

CP+KB measured at different current densities. The discharge capacity of CP+KB, which is 

generally used as a standard cathode for LABs, measured at a low current density was significantly 

lower than sheets prepared from CNT3, or CNT3 and CNF80, and the capacity did not largely 

decrease when the current density was increased. This is because this electrode has significantly 

large voids which are provided by the CP.  Such voids are effective to maintain oxygen 

permeability, but cannot contribute to efficient Li2O2 storage, as they are too large. In contrast, 

CNT3(100) and CNT3(20)-CNF80(80) showed high discharge capacities at a low current density, 

but the capacities largely decreased with the increase in current density due to clogging of oxygen 

inlets by Li2O2 deposition. CNT3(20)-CNF80(80) maintained half of its discharge capacity 

measured at 0.1 mA cm-2 even when the current density was increased to 0.5 mA cm-2, indicating 

that the large voids introduced by CNF80 enabled smooth diffusion of oxygen during discharging 

even at fairly high current densities. The current density at which the discharge capacity of 

CNT3(20)-CNF80(80) starts to decrease was lower than that of CNT3(100), suggesting that the 

amount of Li2O2 deposition causing serious clogging was different and depends on sheet structure. 

In a previous report, a graphene cathode showed a discharge capacity of 41.1 mAh cm-2 at 0.1 mA 

cm-2 2. A CNT cathode showed a discharge capacity of 5.74 mAh cm-2 at 0.5 mA cm-2 15. 

Considering such reports, CNT3(20)-CNF80(80) can be regarded as a LAB cathode which can 

show high discharge capacities at high current densities. In addition to its cathode performance, 

the sheets can be expected to be used as a practical cathode for LABs as they can be easily produced 

at a low production cost.  
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Figure 8 Rate performance of CNT3(100), CNT3(20)-CNF80(80), and CP+KB. 

 

4. Conclusion 

Sheet electrodes can be easily prepared from CNTs with a high aspect ratio but the structure of 

such sheets can be hardly tuned. Therefore, a simple and cost-effective method was developed to 

improve the gas permeation resistance of the sheets. In this method, CNTs were simply mixed with 

a thicker fibrous carbon, namely CNFs, which cannot be individually formed into sheets due to its 

low aspect ratio. Through this process, stable sheets can be obtained even when the weight ratio 

of the mixed CNFs is about 80%. Characterization of these sheets indicated that they possess 

strengths and conductivities comparable to commercially-available CP and sheets prepared only 

from CNTs with a high aspect ratio. Furthermore, the gas permeation resistance of the sheets was 

found to decrease with the increase in the mixing ratio of CNFs. By decreasing the gas permeation 

resistance of the sheets, their discharge capacities can be increased up to approximately twice their 

original value. The sheets also showed high capacities at high current densities. Such high 
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capacities and rate performances are thought to be obtained through the improvement of the 

oxygen permeability of the sheets. In addition to the high performance of the sheets, the production 

process of them is simple, and the total cost of the fibrous carbons used to obtain them is much 

cheaper than the case in which sheets are synthesized only from CNTs. Thus, the sheets can be 

expected to be used as a practical cathode in LABs because of not only their performance as a 

LAB cathode, but also as their productivity is high and production cost is low. Furthermore, 

considering their high strength, conductivity, surface area and gas permeability, it is expected that 

the sheets can be applied not only to LABs but also to various devices such as fuel cells, and redox 

flow batteries. 
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